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For anyone who's dreamed of immortality comes a twice-in-a-lifetime love story by Marc Levy,
the phenomenal, internationally bestselling French author of P.S. from Paris and The Last of
the Stanfields. In Massachusetts, neuroscience students Luke, Josh, and Hope have formed
an unbreakable and unconditional friendship. Bound by their wit, brilliance, and curiosity, they
throw themselves heart and soul into their research and are on the verge of a revolution,
pushing the limits of what's possible. Their new computer program can capture a person's
entire consciousness, memory, and personality--a digital map of the brain's connections that
promises to bridge the relationship between human and machine, between the past and the
future. When Hope is diagnosed with a fatal and aggressive illness, their work takes on a new
significance and urgency. Everything that defines who Hope is, and everything Luke and Josh
love about her, will not be lost. Memory by memory, they're going to make sure of it. Hope is a
heartwarming story about the boundaries of love, life, and death--and what will endure with us
forever.
Il avait rêvé d'un amour idéal, elle l'aimait... tout simplement.
On the morning of 9 July 2012, New York Times investigative reporter Andrew Stilman is
jogging along the Hudson River when he feels a sudden, sharp pain in his lower back. He
collapses in a pool of blood. When he regains consciousness, it's 7 May 2012 - exactly two
months earlier. From that moment on, Andrew has 60 days to uncover his murderer. 60 days
to find out who wants him dead and why. From New York City to Buenos Aires, Andrew
embarks on a gripping race against time.
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‘A luminous tale about the courage of the lone female artist.’ Joan London Born in Germany
in 1876, Paula Modersohn-Becker was the first female artist to paint herself not only naked but
pregnant. Being Here is a moving account of the life of this ground-breaking Expressionist
painter, by the acclaimed French writer Marie Darrieussecq. As her art evolves, Paula is torn
between Paris and her home in northern Germany. In Paris she can focus on her work, and
mix with artists like Rodin and Monet, or her close friend the poet Rainer Maria Rilke. But
Germany is home, and that’s where her painter husband Otto lives. Darrieussecq thrillingly
describes Paula’s discovery of her style and choice of subjects—women, babies, domestic life.
She tells the story of her fraught marriage, her ambivalence about combining her passion for
her career as an artist with motherhood. And she recounts her tragic death at thirty-one, days
after giving birth. Marie Darrieussecq was born in Bayonne in 1969 and and is recognized as
one of the leading voices of contemporary French literature. Her first novel, Pig Tales, was
translated into thirty-five languages. In 2013 she was awarded the Prix Médicis and the Prix
des Prix. Text publishes her three most recent novels, Tom Is Dead, All the Way and Men, as
well as Being Here, The Life of Paula Modersohn-Becker. ‘Marie Darrieussecq reads the
testament of Modersohn-Becker—the letters, the diaries, and above all the paintings—with a
burning intelligence and a fierce hold on what it meant and means to be a woman and an
artist.’ J.M. Coetzee ‘There are few writers who may have changed my perception of the
world, but Darrieussecq is one of them.’ The Times ‘The internationally celebrated author who
illuminates those parts of life other writers cannot or do not want to reach.’ Independent
‘Penny Hueston’s translation from the original French, reads strangely—and in a good
way—like true crime...Heartbreaking.’ West Australian ‘A brief, powerful artistic life that went
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painfully unrewarded—until after the painter’s death.’ Julian Barnes, Best Summer Holiday
Reads, Guardian [UK] ‘Darrieussecq has written this painful story because of her own sorrow
at not knowing Paula Modersohn-Becker and of not knowing of her; sorrow, too, at her early
death and truncated creativity. Darrieussecq looks squarely at a subject that is often too brutal
to explore.’ Monthly ‘Lyrical and touching... Blending historical fact with imaginative flair,
Darrieussecq brings her figures to life, imbuing them with emotion, character, and
power...Being Here feels almost effortlessly beautiful, a short work of non-fiction told like a
flowing piece of fictional prose.’ AU Review ‘Translated elegantly by Penny Hueston, the
study retains some of the spacious, if not capacious quality of the French language and its
ability to articulate the phenomena of presence and absence—the continued aliveness of the
paintings and the sad and sudden death of the painter.’ Conversation ‘In Darrieussecq’s
hands, Modersohn-Becker’s story is both individual and exemplary: a frightening, energising
fable’ Guardian ‘Darrieussecq animates the short life of a passionate German artist with vivid,
spare prose...This taut biography, written in the present tense, has the urgency and poignancy
of the best novels.’ Suzy Freeman-Greene, Best Books of 2017, Australian Book Review
‘One of those books that catches you by surprise, Being Here is art history that feels like a
beautifully crafted novel...It’s effortlessly beautiful, and highlights the ever more important
need to tell the stories of women in art.’ AU Review, Top Ten Books of 2017
Ruth Kabbah is okay with being an outcast. Between her autism, her comic book nerdery, and
the whiff of scandal her small town can’t forget, Ruth will always be Ravenswood’s black
sheep. Since she prefers silence and solitude to gossip and pub crawls, that suits her just
fine—until Evan Miller comes to town. Ex-military man Evan is gorgeous, confident… and he’s
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Ruth’s new neighbour. Unlike everyone else, he doesn’t seem to mind her crotchety ways or
her cooking disasters. In fact, if Ruth didn’t know any better, she might think Evan likes her.
But Ruth’s been burned before, and some lessons are hard to forget. She can’t let her guard
down—no matter how many home-cooked meals Evan brings over. Because affection is
temporary, trust is made to be broken, and the heat of desire is a dangerous thing to play with.
So why does this man feel so safe? The Ravenswood Series #1: A Girl Like Her #1.5:
Damaged Goods #2: Untouchable #3: That Kind of Guy
When he returns to Illinois and the gang culture on the south side of Fairfield after six years in
Colorado, Luis Fuentes falls for a girl and enters a dark world after learning some disturbing
news about his family.
Days before her wedding, Julia Walsh is knocked sideways twice: once by the sudden death of
her estranged father...and again when he appears on her doorstep after his funeral, ready to
make amends, right his past mistakes and prevent her from making new ones. Surprised to
say the least, Julia reluctantly agrees to turn what should have been her honeymoon into a
spontaneous road trip with her father to make up for lost time. But when an astonishing secret
is revealed about a past relationship, their trip becomes a whirlwind journey of rediscovery that
takes them from Montreal to Paris to Berlin and back home again, where Julia learns that even
the smallest gestures she might have taken for granted have the power to change her life
forever. From international bestselling author Marc Levy, the most widely read writer in France
today, comes an unusual and charming love story that reunites a father and daughter, and past
and present, in the most unexpected ways.
What if the child you once were met the adult you've become. Would they get along? An
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entertaining and moving novel about first loves, friendship, and dreams, The Shadow Thief
tells the story of a boy who grows up with a special gift: He can steal other people's shadows -
and the shadows confide secrets in him. These dark reflections come and go, revealing hidden
insights into the person they belong to. As the narrator grows older, he learns to use his gift,
helping him navigate schoolyard rivalries, his first love, and his encounters and friendships as
a medical student. Through the mistakes he makes trying to improve other people's lives, he
comes to realize that it's not too late to seek out his own childhood dreams. "A candid, lively
book, one of Marc Levy's most intimate novels to date." - Carrefour Savoirs "Marc Levy is an
unrivalled storyteller for adults... Once again, the magic works!" - Le Parisien Author Bio: One
of France's bestselling authors, Marc Levy's novels have been translated into 49 languages
and over 31 million copies of his books have been sold worldwide.
Einstein, Galileo, and Newton all wish they had these books when they were kids. At least we
assume that. One thing we do know is that smart kids love these books! This set of four fun
books blurs the line between entertainment and education. Keep the kids' brains active with
these award-winning, based books. The kids will love trying to solve these engaging math and
science brainteasers. There's something here for every kid to learn!
"— Vas-y, fais-le! — Je plaisantais, Héloïse. Cela n'a pas grand intérêt. — Tu cherchais une
idée... vas-y, tu n'as jamais fait ça! Relie ces textes au passé, et lie-les à notre futur! Trouve
leur une place, papa! — Tu n'es pas sérieuse? — Pourquoi? Cela serait-il plus difficile que l'on
pourrait le croire, en définitive? — Le passé, à la rigueur... mais ce serait du plagiat, guère
mieux... — Et alors? Tu voulais et tu veux donner envie de lire! Être pédagogue! Fais-le...
encore une fois." "Roseau des temps modernes" est histoire de réflexions. Non seulement
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parce qu'il est question de penser l'homme dans ce récit. Mais aussi parce qu'en jouant sur les
différents registres d'écriture (romanesque, philosophique, nouvellistique), A. Francke crée un
réseau interne de reflets (plus ou moins déformants) entre les différentes strates de son texte.
Et cette œuvre tout en abîme, à la physiologie audacieuse et mouvante, de se lire comme une
déclaration d'amour à l'écriture, aux jeux et à la liberté absolue qu'elle offre.
A BIOLOGIST DISCOVERS A HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS VIRUS THAT CAUSES
IMMORTALITY. WORLD LEADERS AGREE IT MUST BE KEPT SECRET AND SET UP A
COMMUNITY OF IMMORTALS ON AN ISOLATED ALEUTIAN ISLAND TO STUDY ITS
EFFECTS.
Lucky, 50 ans, ancien mannequin, est l'auteur d'un unique best-seller. Se prenant peu à peu
pour un écrivain, il s'attache les services d'un jeune homme, Pierre-François Coblence,
universitaire fasciné par le monde de la mode, qui le pousse à écrire Les Misérables du XXIe
siècle. Comme le héros d';Un diable au paradis, d'Henry Miller, Lucky va se lier à Coblence
jusqu'à l'addiction. Il y perdra sa femme, son métier, son appartement, et presque... son
identité. Ce livre est à la fois un pamphlet fustigeant le monde moderne, inhumain et indifférent
et un roman offrant le récit d'une imposture et d'une déchéance.
Rien n’est plus mystérieux et objet de plus de convoitise qu’un best-seller. Certains livres
sont conçus en fonction de recettes menant automatiquement au succès. D’autres, issus du
même moule, passent complètement inaperçus – tandis que certains ouvrages réputés
difficiles reçoivent parfois un accueil enthousiaste du public. Quel point commun peut-on
trouver entre le Capital et Harry Potter, Le Petit Prince et Belle du Seigneur ? Existe-t-il un
secret, une technique, permettant de transformer n’importe quel manuscrit en n° 1 des ventes
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? Quelle part revient à l’auteur dans cette réussite ? à l’éditeur ? aux lecteurs ? Finalement,
depuis le XIXe siècle, que nous disent les best-sellers ? S’agit-il d’une catégorie historique,
dont on peut relater l’invention ? Nous racontent-ils l’histoire d’un horizon de réception : celui
du « grand public » ? Peut-on, de Walter Scott aux Fifty Shades of Grey, bâtir une histoire de la
culture commune au plus grand nombre ? D’ailleurs, les lire, est-ce forcément les aime ? Une
pléiade de spécialistes de la littérature et des métiers du livre se penche ici avec intérêt sur
ces livres exceptionnels, habituellement traités avec mépris.
A mystery, a love story, and a search through a shadowy past. Two strangers unite in this
novel of family secrets by international bestselling author Marc Levy, the most read
contemporary French author in the world. When London journalist Eleanor-Rigby Donovan
receives an anonymous letter alluding to a crime committed by her deceased mother, her life is
turned upside down. It points her to a bar on the Baltimore Harbor, where she finds a stranger
who has received the same mysterious letter about his own mother. Together, Eleanor-Rigby
and this young man, George-Harrison Collins, embark on a quest through the shadowy past of
the Stanfields, a moneyed Maryland family full of unimaginable secrets. These secrets will
transport them back decades, across continents, and to a mysterious crime long buried...until
now.
From Marc Levy, the most-read French author alive today, comes a modern-day love story
between a famous actress hiding in Paris and a bestselling writer lying to himself. They knew
their friendship was going to be complicated, but love--and the City of Lights--just might find a
way. On the big screen, Mia plays a woman in love. But in real life, she's an actress in need of
a break from her real-life philandering husband--the megastar who plays her romantic interest
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in the movies. So she heads across the English Channel to hide in Paris behind a new haircut,
fake eyeglasses, and a waitressing job at her best friend's restaurant. Paul is an American
author hoping to recapture the fame of his first novel. When his best friend surreptitiously sets
him up with Mia through a dating website, Paul and Mia's relationship status is "complicated."
Even though everything about Paris seems to be nudging them together, the two lonely ex-
pats resist, concocting increasingly far-fetched strategies to stay "just friends." A feat easier
said than done, as fate has other plans in store. Is true love waiting for them in a postscript?
*Shortlisted for the 2019 Man Booker International Prize* Co-winner of the 2018 French-
American Foundation Translation Prize in Nonfiction Winner of the 2017 Marguerite Yourcenar
Prize for her entire body of work Winner of the 2016 Strega European Prize Considered by
many to be the iconic French memoirist's defining work, The Years was a breakout bestseller
when published in France in 2008, and is considered in French Studies departments in the US
as a contemporary classic. The Years is a personal narrative of the period 1941 to 2006 told
through the lens of memory, impressions past and present—even projections into the
future—photos, books, songs, radio, television and decades of advertising, headlines,
contrasted with intimate conflicts and writing notes from six decades of diaries. Local dialect,
words of the times, slogans, brands and names for the ever-proliferating objects, are given
voice here. The voice we recognize as the author's continually dissolves and re-emerges.
Ernaux makes the passage of time palpable. Time itself, inexorable, narrates its own course,
consigning all other narrators to anonymity. A new kind of autobiography emerges, at once
subjective and impersonal, private and collective. On its 2008 publication in France, The Years
came as a surprise. Though Ernaux had for years been hailed as a beloved, bestselling and
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award-winning author, The Years was in many ways a departure: both an intimate memoir
"written" by entire generations, and a story of generations telling a very personal story. Like the
generation before hers, the narrator eschews the "I" for the "we" (or "they", or "one") as if
collective life were inextricably intertwined with a private life that in her parents' generation
ceased to exist. She writes of her parents' generation (and could be writing of her own book):
"From a common fund of hunger and fear, everything was told in the "we" and impersonal
pronouns."
Aufsätze: INEZ DE FLORIO-HANSEN (Kassel) Abholen, aufbauen, ankommen –
Französischunterricht nach dem Frühbeginn Englisch JOCHEN WILLWER (Bingen) „Il faut
une méthode qui soit efficace“ – Zur Einführung des sub-jonctif présent im
Französischunterricht der Sekundarstufe I MICHAEL FRINGS (Trier) & JENS HEIDRICH
(Mainz) Döner im Klassenzimmer: Mange du Kebab von Lil’Maaz JÜRGEN SCHMIDT-
RADEFELDT (Rostock) Zu deutschen und romanischen Jugendsprachen CHRISTIAN
LANGROCK (Tarragona) Spanische Jugendsprache: Eine soziolinguistische Studie in Murcia
ILONA HRENKO (Casole d’Elsa) La competenza interculturale nell’insegnamento della lingua
e culttura italiane ALFRED TOTH (Tuscan, AZ) Das Rätoromanische (Ladinische) im Rahmen
seiner Nachbarmundarten Rezensionen zu linguistischen und didaktischen Publikationen
Zeitschriftenschau: Neues zur Didaktik der Romanischen Sprachen Profil: Prof. Dr. Andreas
Wesch (Köln) Lehrveranstaltungen: Didaktik der Romanischen Sprachen
They've tried to destroy each other for centuries, but they've failed... So God and the Devil plan
a contest to finally decide who will rule eternity: each will send their top candidate to earth. The
champions will have seven days to draw mankind towards good or evil, respectively. God picks
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his favorite angel, a ravishing young woman named Zofia. Lucifer picks Lucas, a male demon
with devilishly good looks. The battlefield: present day San Francisco. The winner will rule
mankind forever after: they have seven days for an eternity. Neither God nor the Devil could
foresee that the two rivals, unaware of the other's identity, would cross paths from the very
start of the contest. Nor did they imagine that they could fall in love... "A love story that is both
funny and moving...' - Le Parisien
Depuis toute petite, mon rêve a toujours été de consacrer ma vie à mes deux passions : la
musique et la comédie. Grâce à vous, ce rêve est devenu une réalité. Vous êtes toujours plus
nombreux à m’écrire et m’ouvrir les portes de votre cœur. Aujourd’hui, c’est à mon tour de
vous ouvrir le mien et de vous faire entrer dans mon monde. À travers ce livre, vous
découvrirez mon histoire, mes passions, ma vie au quotidien, mais aussi ceux qui
m’accompagnent et mes envies pour l’avenir. Un avenir que je n’imagine pas sans
vous...Elsa Dans ce récit illustré de photographies inédites et de ses dessins, Elsa Esnoult
vous invite dans son intimité et partage des anecdotes personnelles, les témoignages de ses
proches mais aussi des conseils pratiques, des secrets et beaucoup d’autres surprises. À
propos de l’auteur Elsa Esnoult est LE nouveau phénomène populaire. Révélée en tant que
comédienne par la série à succès Les Mystères de l’amour, elle est très vite repérée par Jean-
Luc Azoulay qui produit ses trois albums, tous disques d’or. Sa communauté de fans réunit
plus de 550 000 personnes.
An extraordinary story of love and vengeance in the international art world... A fast-paced and
gripping tale... An extraordinary story of love and vengeance in the international art world... A
fast-paced and gripping tale... Jonathan and Anna are in the final stages of planning their
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Bostonian high-society wedding, when Peter, an auctioneer for Christie's and Jonathan's best
friend, calls with news that will change all of their lives. He has just been informed that a small
London art gallery has come in to possession of five canvases by the 19th century artist,
Vladimir Radskin. Jonathan, the world's foremost expert on Radskin, immediately understands
the significance of the information. If the gallery indeed has five paintings, then the collection
could very well include Radskin's final canvas - a painting that has become legendary ever
since it went missing in mysterious circumstances before its public unveiling in 1868. For
Jonathan, who has spent the last twenty years of his career searching for this painting, its
discovery and authentication would finally establish the under-appreciated Radskin as a true
master. For Peter, whose recent auctions have come under fire from the critics, an ensuing
high-profile sale would represent an opportunity to salvage his career. When Jonathan meets
Clara, the owner of the London gallery, he is overwhelmed by a dizzying sense of déjà-vu. But
in the desperate rush to authenticate the fifth painting, he simply puts this strange feeling down
to their shared passion for the late Russian painter. He and Clara are both convinced that this
breath-taking painting is Radskin's mythical last work, but they need proof: for The Young Girl
in the Red Dress is unsigned. Their quest takes them from a gallery in Piccadilly to a paint
workshop in Florence, from a laboratory in the Louvre to a mysterious manor in the English
countryside. The more Jonathan and Clara uncover about Radskin's last painting, the more
they discover about themselves: three very different lives, three inextricably intertwined
destinies, caught in a race against time. "His writing flows, it is elegant and fast paced... In
Another Life is Romeo and Juliet, set in today's modern world . It's dense, beautiful, and just as
tragic.' - Paris Match "His stories make us dream, his writing fills us with emotion.' - Elle
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“The legend goes that when you are in your mother’s womb, you know all about the mystery
of creation, the origins of the world until the end of time. When you are born, a messenger flies
over your cradle and puts a finger on your lips so that the secret of life will never escape. The
finger erases your memory forever and leaves a mark, which all of us have above our upper
lip. All of us, except me. The day I was born, the messenger forgot to come and see me, and I
remember everything.”From the top of Ethiopian plateaus to the frozen lakes of the Northern
Ural, Marc Levy’s latest novel concludes the breathtaking epic started with The First Day.
Love is the ultimate adventure, but it can be dangerous.
Où es-tu?roman
A trenchant look at how the coronavirus reveals the dangerous fault lines of contemporary
society As seen on CNN's Fareed Zakaria GPS: “A stirring alarm addressed to an unsettled
world.” (Kirkus Reviews) Forget the world that came before. The author of American Vertigo
serves up an incisive look at how COVID-19 reveals the dangerous fault lines of contemporary
society. With medical mysteries, rising death tolls, and conspiracy theories beamed minute by
minute through the vast web universe, the coronavirus pandemic has irrevocably altered
societies around the world. In this sharp essay, world-renowned philosopher Bernard-Henri
Lévy interrogates the many meanings and metaphors we have assigned to the pandemic—and
what they tell us about ourselves. Drawing on the philosophical tradition from Plato and
Aristotle to Lacan and Foucault, Lévy asks uncomfortable questions about reality and
mythology: he rejects the idea that the virus is a warning from nature, the inevitable result of
global capitalism; he questions the heroic status of doctors, asking us to think critically about
the loci of authority and power; he challenges the panicked polarization that dominates online
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discourse. Lucid, incisive, and always original, Lévy takes a bird’s-eye view of the most
consequential historical event of our time and proposes a way to defend human society from
threats to our collective future. A portion of the author’s proceeds will be donated to Binc (The
Book Industry Charitable Foundation).
Grammaire complète et accessible, le Petit Bon Usage vous fera entrer dans la langue
française grâce à ses nombreuses citations tirées d'oeuvres d'écrivains, de poètes et de
chanteurs classiques ou contemporains. Avec : - les règles principales et les variantes les plus
courantes - des milliers de citations littéraires en exemples - un index des notions - un index
des auteurs cités (Re)découvrez la grammaire française grâce à Victor Hugo ou Amélie
Nothomb, Albert Camus, Bernard Weber ou Marc Lévy, avec des incursions chez Brassens,
Stromae ou Goscinny et bien d'autres...
He strove for an ideal love... She simply loved him... When they were growing up,
Susan and Philip meant everything to each other. In the spirited optimism of their
youth, they swore that they would love each other forever - even if their lives
forced them apart. She had plans to fight poverty in Central America, while he
would try to make it in Manhattan. Philip made a promise: whatever happened to
Susan, he would always be there for her. Little did he know that this promise
would transform his life - that keeping it would mean opening his heart to an
unwanted stranger, to someone who would first shatter his world, but would
ultimately bring everything together. In a fast-paced and masterfully woven story,
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where nothing turns out as expected, in a tale that takes you from the eye of a
hurricane to the depths of a soul, insightful and moving, Marc Levy pays tribute to
the triumph of love. "A great love story that unravels between New York and
Honduras; so enjoyable that you can't help but read it all in one go.' - Elle
Arthur falls in love with Laura, the young woman he discovers in the closet of his
San Francisco apartment whom only he can see, after she informs him that her
body is in a coma across town, and when doctors prepare to end Lauren's
medical care, it is up to Arthur to preserve their magical bond. Originally
published as If Only It Were True. Reissue. (A DreamWorks Pictures film,
releasing Fall 2005, starring Reese Witherspoon & Mark Ruffalo) (General
Fiction)
What do you do when you find a stranger in your closet and she can disappear
and reappear at whim? What if she then tells you that her body is actually in a
coma on the other side of town? What starts off as a dilemma that Arthur is faced
with when he discovers Lauren in his apartment, becomes a heartwarming love
story.
Deux crashs. Deux avions d’Air India. 48 victimes en 1950. 117 victimes en
1966. Presque au même endroit, dans des circonstances aussi floues. Aucun
rescapé. Débris et corps dérivent encore à ce jour dans les glaces du Mont-Blanc
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qui en « libèrent » des éléments chaque été. Vingt-quatre ans après la sortie de
son premier livre « Crash au Mont-Blanc, les Fantômes du Malabar Princess »
(Ed.Glénat) et suite à la mystérieuse découverte de pierres précieuses qui
défraya la chronique en 2013, Françoise Rey poursuit l’enquête ! Les
catastrophes aériennes sont des machines à fantasmes. Surtout quand elles
surviennent dans des lieux inaccessibles. Reste que les faits eux-mêmes sont
parfois « un peu forts ». Le crash de 1950 est inscrit dans l’histoire locale et
même nationale. Une rumeur circulait : le Malabar Princess transportait de l’or...
Bien que plus meurtrier, le deuxième accident a été oublié presque aussitôt. Il y
avait pourtant à bord le père du programme nucléaire de l’Inde... On se
passionna d’autant plus pour les mystères du Mont-Blanc qu’une « valise
diplomatique » était trouvée sur un glacier en 2012 et que l'année suivante,
encore plus incroyable, apparaissait une cassette pleine de pierres précieuses.
L’info a fait le tour du monde, passionné le public. Les autorités déclaraient se
mettre en quête des propriétaires originels de ce trésor... Interrogée par la
presse, Françoise Rey a donné une piste pour retrouver les ayants droit, une
lettre figurant dans le dossier d’instruction, qui a disparu.
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